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Year 1 

Changing Seasons 

Spring 2018 

Numeracy  

Counting/partitioning. Number bonds. Securing number 

facts, shape and measure. Problem solving +/-  

Counting in 2,5,10s.  

Fractions of shape and number 

Measuring  

Science   Learning will be about the four seasons, the 

names for these seasons and that there are 

differences between them. 

The children will identify and design weather symbols 

for the different types of weather they are likely to 

experience across the seasons. 

 Look at weather patterns in England, Australia and 

Antarctica.  

Experiment with ice and other investigations. 

Learn about different types of animals, naming and 

labelling them within a group. Investigate our senses. 

Literacy  

Familiar stories 

Fairy tales  

Information texts 

Poetry about weather  

Phonics and review over sound sets. SPAG. 

 

RE  

Special people- who do we believe are 

special people? Children to speak with 

different people that have a special 

role in society and ask questions.  

Read stories about the special people 

in the Bible.  

 

PSHE  

E Safety, Nurturing Human 

Wholeness, SEAL.  

ICT 

Weather reporters through use of power point. 

Power point about Scott of the Antarctica. 

Research and use paint programs to create 

patterns. 

Collect and store information from websites. 
 

 

Topic: Changing Seasons  

 

Where in the world is Australia? Where in the world is Antarctica?  

What is the difference between England and Australia? 

Differences between Australia and Antarctica 

Comparing England to Antarctica  

Compare types of animals in both England and Antarctica and how these animals survive.  

Look at the types of animals in Australia, compare their habitat to Antarctica. Which countries have the most in 

common? 

Report weather on both destinations  

Famous person from Antarctica- why is Scott famous? 

Information text on Scott of the Antarctic/ diary entry  

DT 

Making igloos with plastic bottles 

Make a rain gauge using suitable materials  

Aboriginal art patterns and colours, design own pattern using 

different techniques.  

PE  

Gymnastics- partner/group work. 

Forming routines and performing. 

 

   


